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Preface
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Systems have become indispensable
elements in social infrastructures. High availability of the systems is seriously required.
There have already happened a lot of cases where failures, such as malfunction and
performance degradation, made large impacts on the society. Therefore, the management
and maintenance of the ICT systems is essential efforts to keep their service level, to avoid
failures, and to recover immediately when failures occur.
However, the management and maintenance costs of the ICT systems occupy a lot of
portion of the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of ICT systems.

In addition, the more

functional and more complex ICT systems become, the more sophisticated management of
the ICT systems is required.

Therefore, the management and maintenance costs are

increasing.
Management and maintenance costs include the following two:
・

Capital investment cost of operation systems, and.

・

Operation cost for daily maintenance.

Firstly, in this thesis, we propose an efficient management agent platform, which can
efficiently run even on an inexpensive and poor environment. We also propose a method
with a Domain Specific Language (DSL) approach for developing an agent application on the
platform. These two are ones of solutions for the reduction of the capital investment cost of
operation systems.
Secondly, we propose a fault analysis method of reducing the operation cost of the ICT
systems. Administrators always watch whether managed systems run correctly or not. If
failures happen on the systems, they have to analyze the cause of the failures as soon as
possible.

The detection requires a lot of knowledge of the managed systems for the

developers, and it is a tough job. We propose a fault analysis method can reduces a burden
of the administrators, and it results in the reduction of personnel costs used in the operation.
We mention three contributions of this thesis in the following.
Firstly, we developed a Q3 management agent platform embedded in network elements.

iii

The standardized specifications of the Q3 agents have rich functionalities. They, therefore,
require a lot of hardware resources for the Q3 agents, such as much capacity of memory.
Management agents embedded in network elements placed in access networks is so many
that cost reduction of the management agents is important. We revise the structure of the
containment tree and other data structures stored in Q3 agents, and we successfully run a
Q3 agent on a PowerPC board with small capacity of memory.
Secondly, the capital investment cost of management agents includes the development
cost of a Q3 agent application program as well as the cost of hardware where the Q3 agent
runs. We propose a DSL approach in order to reduce the development cost. We point out
one of the important classifications of maintenance, which is defined as an affected
maintenance. It was about 8% of total maintenances in an existing project.

In order to

reduce the cost of the affected maintenance, we develop a DSL toolkit called Rosetta. DSLs
developed with Rosetta can be easily maintained. We show that Rosetta can reduce the
affected maintenance cost more than the visitor design pattern can.
The Q3 agent platform and Q3 agent application programs developed with Rosetta are
actually used in network elements in base stations of intercontinental telecommunication
cables.
Finally, we propose a fault analysis method for reducing the operation cost in the fault
management.

The proposed method can analyze a root cause from a lot of events issued by

derivative failures. There are many works of fault analysis methods for managed systems
with fixed structure. However, there appear a lot of distributed systems in these days.
The configurations of the distributed systems are flexible, and the relations of failure
derivation also are changeable. In addition, failure derivation occurred in the application
program of the managed systems is implicit to the administrators, and it is difficult to find
the root cause of derivative failures. Our method learns a failure derivation model from an
existing event log, and it analyzes a root cause of the managed systems in run time by using
the model.

We show, in our experiments, that the method can correctly learn the failure

derivation model, and the proposed method is effective if the parameters of the method are
suitable to administrators’ policy.
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Chapter 1. Introduction: Reducing TCO by reduction of
management costs

1-1 Background
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Systems have become indispensable
elements in social infrastructures. High availability of the systems is seriously required.
As they are getting more important, there happen a lot of cases where failures, such as
malfunction and performance degradation, had large impacts on the society.

Table 14

shows some accidents in recent years. Therefore, the management and maintenance of ICT
systems is indispensable efforts to keep their service level, to avoid failures, and to recover
them from failures immediately when the failures occur.
However, the management and maintenance costs of the ICT systems occupy a lot of
portion of the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of ICT systems.

Figure 1 shows the cost

structure of ICT systems. This shows that the maintenance cost is almost equal to the
system development cost. Figure 2 shows the ratios of investments in new ICT projects and
in existing ICT projects. The ratio of the investment in existing ICT projects has been
getting increasing from 2003 to 2007.

In addition, the more functional and more complex

the ICT systems become, the more sophisticated management of the ICT systems is required.
Therefore, the management and maintenance costs are increasing. If the maintenance cost
can be reduced, the large part of TCO costs will be reduced. Moreover, the reduction of the
management and maintenance costs may contribute to increase of investments to new ICT
projects and it may turn into a new ICT services. Because the business environments are
changing so rapidly, the investment to new ICT systems are strongly required.
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Figure 1: Cost structure of ICT systems [Gartner]
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Figure 2 : Total Cost of Ownership in Japan [Gartner]
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Management and operation costs include the following two:


Capital investment cost of operation systems, and.



Operation cost for daily maintenance.

The former cost consists of hardware cost necessary to the operation systems and the
development cost of new operation systems. This is shown in Figure 3.
In order to reduce capital investment cost of operation systems, this thesis argues the
two view of points: one is a view of architecture of operation systems, and the other is a view
of development method of operation systems.
The personnel cost for the administrators is a large part of the operation cost. In order
to reduce the personnel costs of daily operations, we focus on fault management area in this
thesis. It is said that network management operations consist of FCAPS: Fault management,
Configuration management, Account management, Performance management, and Security
management. Watching whether systems are normal or abnormal is daily operations and is
an important operation in order to keep the availability of the ICT systems.

Fault

managements are important but cost-consuming operation because, in the fault
management, it takes times to identify where a fault happens and what kind of the fault is.
That is reason why we struggle with the fault management. We propose a fault analysis
method, which can reduce the burden of the administrators. It turns into the reduction of
the personnel costs of fault management. It also contributes to rapid fault detection and, as
a result, rapid fault recovery.
These three cost elements are closely related. For example, if the management agent
can get more precise information, the fault analysis in the operation will become easier.
However, such agent requires much memory resources in which the precise information are
stored. It turns into high cost. We should think these three elements totally, but, in this
thesis, we think them independently.

4
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Management
and Operation
Costs

Capital investment
cost of operation
systems

HW cost where
the
management
system runs

Operation cost

Development
cost for ICT
systems

Figure 3: Cost structure of management and operation cost
1-2 Outline of this thesis
As shown in Section 1-1,, the reduction of maintenance cost of ICT systems is a big issue.
Firstly, in Chapter 2,, we review the history of management and identify the trend
trends so far.
We propose three approaches to solve the issue.

Firstly, we propos
proposee a network operation

system platform, which enable a rich function network management agent in low cost in
Chapter 3..

Secondly, we also propose a development method
hod of operation systems in

Chapter 4.. It can reduce the development costs of network management agent
agents. Finally,
we introduce a fault analysis method in Chapter 5.

5
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1-2-1 High cost-performance Network Operation Platform [1][2][3][4][5]
Higher management functions were required in telecom network than SNMP [6] in IP
networks.

For example, high-availability and assured quality have been required in

telecom networks, while IP networks are based on best-effort communications. Q3
management interface including Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP) [7] is
standardized in ITU-T. CMIP has rich functions, such as a flexible naming structure called
a containment tree. However, operation systems with the Q3 interface are too complex for
efficient implementation.

It was said that Q3 requires a high capability of necessary

hardware and, as a result, expensive machines.

An operation system comprises of a

manager system and a lot of management agents, as shown in Figure 4. A management
agent is often embedded in a network element (NE), it monitors the NE, and the information
gotten from the NE by the agent is sent to the manager system. The manager system
shows the information to human administrators. An agent system is required to be at
low-cost because many agents are embedded in a lot of network elements.

The cost of an

agent largely impacts on the total cost of whole network.
We have planned to implement a robust agent system. Management agents must be
robust because the agents are widely deployed. In other word, a failure in a management
agent requires much cost.

We choose a one-board computer system with main memory

disk. Main memory disks are more robust than hard disk systems.
In addition, because data stored in main memory disk can be accessed much faster than
that stored in hard disk drive, operation systems with man memory disk have a potential to
achieve efficient operations of a complex Q3 interface. However, the cost of main memory is
larger than that of hard disk.
In our approach, we deeply examined requirements of Q3 specifications, and we found
that three kinds of memory-effective data structure satisfy the requirements. As a result,
we can achieve both low cost and effective software platform, on which the effective agent
can be implemented.
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administrator
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Q3 Management IF
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MIB: Management Information Base
Access NW
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Figure 4: Operation System
1-2-2 Reducing development costs for Operation Systems [8][9][10][11]
We argue, in Section 1-2-1, the efficient agent platform running on an inexpensive machine
environment. However, the cost of an agent system includes development cost of a Q3
application program running on the platform as well as the hardware cost. A Q3 agent
system must be tailored to each kind of network elements because managed information is
different from NEs. The development cost of a Q3 agent application for each NE must be
low, and the agent application must be implemented as soon as possible. In Q3 agent
system, each information model of each NE is defined by using GDMO templates [12]. We
developed a GDMO translator which generates C++ program codes from the GDMO
templates. The program codes generated from the GDMO translator are assumed to run on
the agent platform mentioned in Section 1-2-1. It can decrease the development cost.
However, we have another problem, which is related to maintenance cost. Consider
that the agent platform may be updated. For example, when a new platform for a new CPU
or new OS is released, existing program codes cannot run on the new platform. In that case,
the GDMO translator is also re-developed for a new platform in order to generate the
program codes running on the new platform. It results in high maintenance costs. We
propose a flexible Domain Specific Language (DSL) toolkit, which can easily modify how
program codes the translator generates. We also developed a GDMO translator by using
this DSL toolkit. This can reduce the maintenance costs of the GDMO translator and, as a
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result, that of Q3 agent systems.
1-2-3 Low cost management for High-dependable Systems [13][14][15]
Management operation is a kind of a routine work. An administrator always watches the
situation of a managed system, and sees whether an anomalous situation occurs or not. In
usual cases, no anomaly occurs, but in a few cases, anomaly occurs. In the anomalous case,
the administrator tries to find out the cause of failures and to fix it. He also escalates the
trouble ticket to experts of the systems when he cannot find the cause.

Therefore, in

anomalous case, many human resources are consumed. It takes a lot of personnel costs,
and it also decreases the availability of the managed system.
Some mission critical systems, such as telecom operator’s systems, include a fault
tolerant mechanism, but the administrator, of course, has to identify the cause of failure
even after the stand-by systems work.
Several factors make it difficult to find the cause. One of them is failure derivation. A
fault may cause several failures and error events. It is difficult for the administrators to find
the cause from a lot of error events. Some kinds of faults have an explicit failure derivation
relation. For example, a fault in a radio access controller (RNC) in radio access network
derives failures in its subordinate node-Bs.
In addition, failure derivations among software components are not clear because the
inside of software is opaque and because the relation of the failure derivations among them
is complex.
We propose a machine learning method, in which failure derivation relation is a-priori
learned from existing event logs. The proposed method can generate a failure derivation
model, and it uses the model in order to find the fault, in other word a root failure, from a lot
of events.
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We look back over the history of ICT managements in Figure 5. There are four trends.


Remote operation



Expansion of management area.



Improvement of cost-performance of operation systems.



Automation of management

We show each trend shown above.
2-1 Remote operation
In 1960 – 80, an administrator sent from a computer vendor always stays in his customer
side and watches a main frame computer. In case of trouble, he rapidly fixes it. However,
trend of downsizing of computer hardware in 1990’s increase the ratio of the cost for the
administrator relatively. In addition, the trend of distributed computing makes it difficult
for the administrator to manage widely distributed network elements of managed systems.
Therefore, it is required that the administrator can watch, through network, NEs
distributed.

Management protocol SNMP [6] was standardized by IETF in 1987.

Management information accessed with the SNMP was also standardized, such as MIB-II
[16]. The standardization means that common parts of NE can be managed even if the
vendor of NE is different and that managed systems consist of NEs of several vendors can be
managed. Several management protocols and information models are proposed for its
management domain. Some of them are introduced in Section2-2.
2-2 Expansion of management area.
The targets of SNMP are network elements, such as a router.

This is called element

management. The scope of management has been extending from element management to
network management, service management, and business management. eTOM [17], which
is a map of management operations, was standardized. It includes whole the operations of
telecom operators.
Another extension is an expansion of target domain. The target of SNMP is an IP
network while that of CMIP is a telecom network. The target of WBEM/CIM [18] is an
enterprise network including computer systems as well as routers. The target of TR069
[19] is management of home gateways.
Recent years, management area is including ubiquitous network, whose concept

10
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includes

sensors

and

actuators

indirectly

related

to

the

physical

world

[20][21][22][23][24][25][26].
2-3 Improvement of cost-performance of operation systems.
As the target of management operations extended, as mentioned in Section 2-2, the rich
functions are also required. For example, management protocol CMIP and model-definition
language GDMO are standardized for management for telecom operators.

These

standardizations include a lot of rich management functions in order to achieve high reliable
communication services. For example, they include high extensibility in order to model
many kinds of network elements.

This flexibility enables telecom operators to afford

new-coming elements. Object-oriented concepts have been adopted for the extensibility.
This extensibility increases the development cost of operation systems because the operation
systems must be tailored to each kind of network elements. Researches for reducing the
development cost were done. TNMS Kernel [27] provides a platform and a translator. The
translator reads GDMO templates and generates program codes running on its platform.
Another problem with rich functions is running performance. The rich function requires
high performance hardware and, as a result, hardware cost becomes expensive.
The Q3 interface including CMIP was initially assumed established on the OSI protocol
stack. The OSI protocol stack does not become popular because of its complex structure,
but CMIP over TCP called CMOT [28] is standardized. Some of the concepts of Q3 interface
still remain.
The operation system becomes complex for implementing rich functions. It is required
to reduce development cost of an operation system. One of the solutions is a component
based operation system.
architectures.

CORBA or Web Service is an example of component-based

Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) becomes a notable concept.

An

operation system developed by Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS), in which an operation
system is built by composing commercial products, was proposed [29]. TMF proposes New
Generation Operation Support System (NGOSS [30]), which uses an Enterprise Service Bus
(ESB) for connecting components.
2-4 Automation of management
Another key for reducing management cost is the reduction of running cost.

Saving

11
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administrator efforts is a key because personnel cost occupies large part of running cost.
Policy-based management [31][32][33][34][35][36][37][38][39][40][41][42][42][43][44][45] is a
trial for saving administrator efforts.

A policy is a direction of management without

detailed management operations. For example, we have to all INT SERV routers in the
path of traffic.

It takes a lot of costs to make configurations of them.

In the policy

management framework [46], a Policy Decision Point (PDP) and Policy Enforcement Points
(PEPs) are provided. An administrator gives the PDP some QoS policies. For example, he
gives VoIP traffic a privilege. The PDP distributes or replies, in response to the PEPs
request, the policies to the routers. The protocol for the distribution is Common Open
Policy Service (COPS) protocol.

The PEPs interpret the policies and each of them

configures itself. It can reduce management efforts.
In 2000s, concept of autonomic computing was proposed.

Management operation

consists of five functions: Fault management, Configuration Management, Account
Management, Performance Management, and Security Management (FCAPS). Autonomic
computing

proposes

four

functions

except

account

management:

Self-Configuration, Self-Optimization, and Self-Protection [47].

Self-healing,

Autonomic Computing

consists of three processes:


A monitoring process in which an operation system watches the situation of managed
systems,



An analysis process in which the operation system checks whether a problem appears in
the managed system and suggests what the problem occurs and why, and



An action process in which the operation system fixes the problem.
In [45], an administrator gives a policy telling a service level. In concrete, it gives

target of a response time of a web application. The web server, which is a PEP, tries to keep
a service level, by rejecting clients with response of “Server Busy (504)” when it is about to
break the service level.

Another example of autonomic computing is Self-Organizing

Network (SON) [48] discussed in NGNM alliance.
One key of the autonomic computing is the analysis process because correct analysis
leads to the correct action by automation.

For example, in fault management, fault

analysis techniques [14][15][49][50][51][52][53][54][55][56][57] may be one step to fault
management automation. It may greatly reduce the administrators’ efforts, and it may be a
help for correct automation of trouble shooting in the future autonomic computing era.
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3-1 Introduction: low cost Q3 agent for telecom access network.
Access network to home has been enlarging in these several years.

In the telecom

management, the OSI management framework is one of the dominant frameworks. The Q3
interface uses Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP) in the OSI management
framework. We have developed a Q3 agent platform embedded in a network element placed
in access network. A Q3 agent application program implemented on the platform should
running on a single-board CPU board which is compounded in the same rack of a network
element. More network elements in the access network run than network elements in the
core network. Therefore, the cost of network elements including Q3 agents in the access
network is dominant in the whole network system.

Using an expensive and high

performance CPU board for a Q3 agent have a bad impact on the cost of the whole network
systems.
In the telecom network, robustness of Q3 agents is as important as the cost.

We adopt,

therefore, a flash memory, which have no mechanical structure, instead of hard disk drive.
Flash memory is several dozen as expensive as hard disk drive, for the same capacity. It is,
therefore, difficult for a Q3 agent to use a huge amount of flash memory.
In addition, CMIP which a Q3 agent uses has rich functions. It requires more complex
processing than SNMP does. It becomes overhead of performance. We, therefore, aim at a
fast Q3 agent platform with small memory consumption.
3-2 Background: TMN and Q3 agents
As telecommunication services have getting richer functions, network elements and their
management functions have getting more complex.

International Telecommunication

Union – Telecommunication Standardization Section (ITU-T) standardizes the management
framework called Telecommunication Management Network (TMN).

TMN defines several

interfaces between network elements in order to improve the interconnection between
elements developed by different vendors. One of the interfaces is the Q3 interface between
a manager system and a management agent. Our target is the management agent with Q3
interface.
The management information model of managed network element consists of managed
objects (MOs). MO instances (MOIs) are placed in the tree structure called a containment
tree. MOIs are stored in Managed Information Base (MIB). An MOI is named after its
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position in the containment tree: Its name is a path in the containment tree. It is called a
Distinguished Name (DN). Each node in a DN is a pair of Relative Distinguished Names
(RDNs). An RDN is a pair of a name attribute and its value.
Seven services are provided for a manager system to access information in a Q3 agent.
These services are called Common Management Information Services (CMIS) [58]. For
example, the manager system gets the attributes in the management agent with M-GET
services.

A management agent notifies the manager system of an event asynchronously

with M-EVENTREPORT service. Scope operations and filter operation can be used in some
of the CMIS services in order to narrowing the target MOIs. ASN.1 [59] is used as data
structure of CMIP. Another characteristic of TMN is a Guideline for Definition of Managed
Object (GDMO) template, in which the developers of operation systems define managed
objects. The developers can define the structure of a managed object with a MANAGED
OBJECT CLASS template and the relation between MOIs in the containment tree with
NAME BINDING templates. There are totally nine kinds of templates including those two.
3-3 Bottleneck in Q3 agent
The following three are bottlenecks, which prevent from efficient execution of a Q3 agent.
We propose architecture of a Q3 agent platform to overcome the bottlenecks.
(1) A Q3 agent is difficult to achieve an efficient retrieval of information of MOIs because
the structure of the containment tree is complex. The containment tree admits many
types of name attributes.

There co-exist many types of attribute values in the

containment tree. It prevents from efficient retrieval.
The Q3 agent have to, firstly, find a subnode whose name attribute and its value are
equal to RDN. It requires two comparisons: one comparison of name attributes and the
other comparison of values of the found name attribute.

These two comparisons make

retrieve operation inefficient.
(2) The behaviors of MOIs are different depending on its Managed Object Classes (MOCs).
Managed Object “log” stores events as MO “logRecord”s in its subordinate nodes. MO
log removes a “logRecord” when logRecords are generated more than a given threshold.
It is called a “wrap” operation. It is an example that the behavior of managed object
under log is different from other managed objects.
(3) The state of network element and the content of MIB have a large gap because
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management information in Q3 is abstract. The transformation between the state of
network element and the contents of MIB needs heavy load. We proposed, in [60], a
bitmap approach in which the state of network element is directly transferred to the
MIB without transformation. It is an efficient approach because of no transformation
in the transferring from NE and MIB. It takes time when managed system gets an
attribute of a managed object from MIB because the transformation occurs in the
bitmap approach.
3-4 Agent architecture
Figure 6 shows the architecture of a Q3 agent including the agent platform we propose.
・

Agent Platform (Agent PF): It is a software infrastructure of the agent. It provides
the following functions which are the basis of Q3 agents.


Association management function, which responds to association requests and
termination requests from a manager system.



CMIS processing function, which accepts CMIS requests and provides the requested
services.



Event reporting function, which reports, to the manager system, events detected by
NEAEs or NE.



Event-driven function, which is invoked when an event occurs.

We implement

MO “log”, which accumulates MO “logRecord”s, using this function.


Periodical invoking function, which is invoked at regular intervals. We implement
MO “historyData”, which is a log of MO “currentData”, using this function.

・

Agent Application (Agent AP): Agent developers implement NE-specific functionality as
agent applications.

・

MIB Platform (MIB PF): The agent platform uses main memory MIB instead of a
secondary storage device such as a hard-disk.

・

ISODE [61]: Libraries that implement communication protocols from RFC 1006 [62] up
to CMIP.

・

NEAE 1 and NEAE 2 [60]: NEAE stands for “NE access engine”. NEAE 1 exists in the
agent, and NEAE 2 is in the NE. These two communicate with each other using the
UDP/IP to accomplish the following two tasks.


They update the contents of MIB, referring to the state of NE.
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They detect events in NE and report the events to the agent.

We often regard these two modules as one module and call it NEAE.
・

Lynx OS: It is a real time operating system based on POSIX.

・

NE: ATM OC3 package is an example of NE.

・

Manager System: It is used by administrator in order to watch the state of NEs and the
events issued. It has the Q3 interface for communication with a Q3 agent.
Agent PF, Agent AP and NEAE are written in C++ programming language.

A rectangle with dashed lines in Figure 6 is a Q3 agent. A rectangle with chain lines is an
agent platform. We developed the MIB PF, NEAE1 and NEAE2.
We describe the MIB PF in this section because the data structure in MIB is a key to a
memory-saving and a fast Q3 agent. We propose three issues in the MIB PF architecture.
(1) We propose compact data structure of the containment tree.

The data structure

enables a fast access to MOI.
(2) The containment tree architecture accommodates different types of managed objects.
We can choose suitable data structures of managed objects in the containment tree.
(3) We provide several stored architectures, which co-exist in MIB, for several kinds of
attributes. The developers can choose a stored architecture to each attribute,
considering the frequency of update of attributes.
A developer can choose an architecture component suitable to each managed object or
each type of attributes of managed objects and, as shown in (2) and (3) GDMO templates are
good hints for the developer to choose a suitable one.
Our agent platform is designed with object-oriented design pattern framework [63] in
order that several architecture components coexist in a Q3 agent. An agent application can
be implemented on the agent platform regardless differences of these architecture
components.
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Management Agent
Agent Application
Agent Platform
MIB PF
ISODE
Manager System

NEAE1

Lynx OS

NEAE2

NE

Figure 6: Modules in the architecture
3-4-1 Directory structures in containment tree
A node in the containment tree in our Q3 agent platform consists of two types of data
structures: A directory structure is an array of name attributes, and directory substructures
are arrays of values of the name attribute. A node of the containment tree is shown in
Figure 7. A node corresponds to an RDN of the DN indicating an MOI. It consists of a
directory structure and some directory substructures.
A directory structure is a table of pairs of a key and a pointer. The key is a name
attribute and the pointer points to directory substructure. The developer can define, in the
design phase, the name attributes of a directory structure, referring to the NAME BINDING
template of the managed object class store in the node.
A directory substructure is a table of tuples of a key and two values: The key is a name
attribute value in the directory structure, and the values are a pointer to an MOI and a
pointer to a subordinate subtree if necessary.
Steps to find an MOI of the given RDN are the followings:
(1) The platform finds, in a directory structure, an entry whose key is equal to the type of
the name attribute of RDN.
(2) The platform accesses the directory substructure to which the pointer in the found entry
points. The platform, then, finds the entry in the substructure whose value is equals to
the value of the RDN.
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The separation of a directory structure and its directory substructures has three
advantages.
Firstly, this contributes a first retrieval of the data. In Step (1) the platform finds the
directory substructure from the entries of the directory structure whose name attribute is
the same with that given in the RDN. This step narrows the scope of searching, and, in
Step (2) the platform only compares values in the directory substructures with the value in
the given RDN without considering the difference of the types of the name attributes.
Secondly, this also contributes to reduce the memory size of the containment tree. This
is because a node need not store the all the attribute types. If a node was stored in a pair of
the type of a name attribute and the value of the name attribute, the platform would have to
store the types of name attributes redundantly. Consider a node stores m MOIs with the n
types of the name attributes. Our platform stores totally n entries in a directory structure
and m entries of each directory substructures.

In short, there are n entries for name

attributes, while (n m) entries exist in the node.
Thirdly, three different types of MOs can coexist in the same node.

Three types of

directory substructures under the same super class are provided in the platform.

The

directory structure can store these three types without distinction. This is mentioned in
the next subsection.

A node of Containment Tree
Containment Tree
networkId=“net 0001”

Directory Structure

managedElementId=“elment01”
discrminatorId=“efd1”

Figure 7: Directory structure and directory substructures
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3-4-2 Three types of directory substructures
Each node in the containment tree behaves differently from one another, depending on the
types of MO stored in the node. Wrap operation mentioned in Section 3-2 is an example.
We provide, in the platform, three types of directory substructures.
・

Static directory substructure: Some MOs cannot be removed or generated in runtime.
They are provided a priori, and the number of them is fixed.
substructure for this kind of MOs.

We use a static directory

We implement it in a fixed-size array.

The

platform can firstly find an MOI with a hash function. The developer can identify this
type of MO in the design phase, referring to CREATE/DELETE keyword in the NAME
BINDING template. If no CREATE or DELETE keyword is not defined for the MO, the
developer can decide to use the static directory substructure.
・

Dynamic directory substructure: We use a dynamic directory substructure for MOs
which can be created or deleted in runtime.

A dynamic directory substructure is

implemented in a linear list. An MOI can be inserted or deleted in the linear list when
it is created or deleted. We use a linear search in this directory substructure, and it is
slower than the hash-function search in the static directory substructure.
・

Ring directory substructure: It is used for the wrap operation. It is implemented in a
fixed-size ring buffer. The wrap operation is effective in this structure. For example,
consider that new “eventRecord” is generated in a ring buffer with m entries. The
buffer is assumed to be already full. The oldest MOI stored in entry is removed, and
the generated “eventRecord” is inserted instead.

3-4-3 Three attribute representations
Because attributes of MOs have different characteristics, storing the attributes in adequate
data representation in MIB leads to fast access to data and small memory consumption [69].
We have classified the attributes into the following three categories.
・

Normal attributes: logical data. Logical means that it does not directly reflect the state
of the NE. For example, an RDN attribute is a normal attribute.

・

Shared attributes: Attributes which have the same value among multiple MO instances.
The platform provides a facility that the MO instances can share such attributes.
Therefore, we can save memory space [64]. The example is the “objectClass” attribute
defined in MO “top”. All classes inherit the attribute. If MO instances are generated
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from the same MO class, “objectClass”-s have the same values. The MO instances can
share the same attribute.
・

Resource attributes: Resource attributes directly reflect the state of the NE. NEAE
transmits the state of NE into resource attributes periodically (i.e. polling).
In the platform, the format of a resource attribute is just a bit-pattern sequence which is
a copy of the values in the memory or the register of the NE. We call it a “native NE
format.''

The native NE format is difficult for the agent platform to access and

interpret because it is not in a C++ data format. When the platform accesses a resource
attribute, format conversion from the native NE format to the C++ data format is
necessary.
This architecture, however, has two advantages.
(1) NEAE can transmit the state of NE fast because it need not convert the data format.
NEAE simply copies the bit sequence of the NE memory or registers into
main-memory MIB.
attributes.

Conversion only occurs when the platform accesses the

It is effective when the accesses are few.

(2) The area for storing resource attributes is usually smaller than in the case where
resource attributes are stored in the C++ data format. For example, an integer
value less than 255 may be stored in 1 byte in the NE native format, whereas, 4
bytes are necessary in the C++ data format.
3-4-4 Class information table
We focused on accelerating the operation for getting attributes from an MO instance. For
example, we have to access attributes of many MOs gotten by a CMIS scope operation in
order to test a CMIS filter. Therefore, the efficiency of this operation has an impact on the
total performance.
For access to attributes of MOs, we provide a class information table and attribute
information tables. The contents of the latter are the structure of an MO class, and the
contents of the former are the correspondences of an MO class and an attribute information
table. Because we can get the position of an attribute in a MO class quickly using those
tables, we can access the attribute in high performance.
Figure 8 shows the class information table and attribute information tables of the agent
platform. We access an attribute of an MO instance by the following process.
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(1) We get the internal class tag of the MO instance. An internal class tag is assigned to a
MO class.
(2) We get an attribute information table to which the tag points.
(3) We get an offset in the entry of the attribute information table, by using an attribute ID.
(4) We can finally get the attribute from the MO using the offset.

Class information table
attr.
constructor
info.

class ID
Internal class tag
32
smi2ManagedObjectClass.2

Managed object instance
Attribute information table
attr. ID

offset
10

smi2AttributeID.2

10

Internal class tag

32

attribute

Figure 8: Class information
Let us compare the class information management with that of OSIMIS [65]. OSIMIS
has a kind of a cache mechanism, which provides effective attribute encoding: Once an
attribute is encoded into an ASN.1 presentation element, the encoded element is cached and,
as a result, we can avoid encoding again. Our agent platform uses this effective OSIMIS
module.
Figure 9 shows how OSIMIS manages the class information. An attribute information
table is a list of fragments of attribute information.

Each fragment corresponds to a set of

attributes and is additionally defined in a subclass definition, and an attribute information
table gathers the fragments corresponds to all attributes of a class.
The advantage of the OSIMIS management is that subclasses can share fragments of
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attribute information of their super class. This means memory consumption is small, but,
it takes time to get an attribute because we have to navigate through several pointers among
the fragments.
In contrast to OSIMIS, our class information is very simple. All attribute information
of each MO class is gathered into an attribute information table. Thus, we can use a hash
function to retrieve the attribute information quickly.
The memory requirement for attribute information in OSIMIS may be smaller than that
of our platform, but we estimated it to account for less than 2.5% of the MIB. Therefore, the
reducing the data size of attribute information is not effective. We thought that our data
structure of class information should aim at fast retrieval.

Attribute Information Table
attr. Info. of
super class

Managed object instance

attr. Info. of
subclass

MOCClassInfo* _classes[]
Attr* _attrs[][]

Attribute Information
OID _attrOids[]
int _attrIds[]

OID OID

OID

int

int

int

OID _attrOids[]
int _attrIds[]

Index of _attrs

attributes

Figure 9: Class information of OSIMIS
3-5 Performance measurement
We evaluate the performance measurement in the following two view points.
(1) We measured the response time of each CMIS service. It is for measuring a total
performance of each service.
(2) We measured the process size and the response time of each architecture component.
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We can evaluate how effective the selection of architecture components can be.
3-5-1 Measurement method
We evaluated performance in the following environments:
・

System for evaluation: We installed a Q3 agent implemented on the proposed agent
platform running on a work station and a simple manager system on another work
station.

These two workstations are connected with 10baseT.

software network element.

・

We used a pseudo

The performance of the workstations are following:



CPU: Ultra Sparc 1 (143MHz)



On-Chip Cache: 16kB



Second Cache: 512kB



SPECint92: 215



Memory: 96MB

Model of NE: We implemented a simple model based on M3100 [66]. Figure 10 shows
the containment tree. Right side in each node shows its name attribute and its values.

・

Response time: We measured the response time from a CMIS request to a CMIS
response with a protocol analyzer.

・

Process size: We used UNIX ps command in order to measure the size of virtual memory.
We regard it as a necessary memory size.
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network(networkId=1)

managedElement (managedElementId=1)

eventForwardingDiscriminator (discriminator=1[..1000])

Log (logId=1)

xxRecord (logRecordId=1)

：

xxRecord (logRecordId=1001

centurionTP(cntTPId=1)

centurionTPCurrentData (scannerId=1)

centurionTPHistoryData (historyData=1)

:

centurionTPHistoryData (historyData=1)

:

centurionTP(cntTPId=100)

centurionTPCurrentData (scannerId=1)

centurionTPHistoryData (historyData=1)

:

centurionTPHistoryData (historyData=1)

Figure 10: A containment tree for the evaluation
3-5-2 Measurement results
3-5-2-1 Basic performance
Response times of CMIS operations in the proposed PF and OSIMIS [65] are shown in Table
1. The “baseObject” scope without filter is used for this evaluation. The operations but
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M-ACTION and M-EVENTREPORT are done on MO “eventForwardingDiscriminator” (eFD
in the containment tree shown in Figure 10.

The M-ACTION is done on MO

“managedElement”, and it records a log into a file.

The M-ACTION is without

ACTION-INFO and ACTION-REPLY.
The CMIS operations are done on the third level from the root of the containment tree in
the evaluation of the proposed platform, but they are done on the second level in the OSIMIS.
It is because the containment trees for evaluations are different in the proposed platform
and OSIMIS.
Table 1 shows that the proposed platform is faster than OSIMIS in all CMIS services.
Performance of M-EVENTREPORT is shown in Table 2.

We evaluated the case when

“logRecord” is recorded under MO “log” and when “logRecord” is not recorded.

We

measured the elapsed time for hundred events which the pseudo NE issued and calculated
the average time for an event.

The M-EVENTREPORT is issued from MO

“managedElement” and is forwarded through an “eFD” without filter to a manager.
We evaluate the memory size for an MOI.

We measured process sizes, changing the

number of MO “eFD”. The results are shown in Table 3. MO “eFD” is implemented in
1.81kB in the proposed platform while 1.14kB in OSIMIS. As described in Section 3-4-4,
MOIs of the same class shares some attributes in their super class.

It may cause an

efficient memory usage.
Response times of M-GET with scopes are shown in Table 4. Column “#MOI” is the
number of MOIs found in the M-GET. Column “First Reply” is a response time by a first
linked reply. Column “Avg. of next reply” is an average reply time of the rest linked replies.
Column “Average” is an average response time of the whole replies to an M-GET request.
Reply times of the “Avg. of next reply” vary widely because of the flow control TCP. The
traffic congestion was caused by many packets of the linked replies, and it caused TCP flow
control packets.
The response times of M-GET with filters are shown in Table 5. The base object (i.e.
the root object of target subtree) of the M-GET is MO “network” with Scope “wholeSubtree”.
Column “#MOI under baseObj” is the number of MOI under the MO “network” in the
containment tree.

Column “#MOI” is the number of MOIs found in the M-GET. Column

“Avg. response time” is an average response times of whole replies.
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Table 1: Response times (msec) of CMIS operations
M-GET

M-SET

M-ACTION

M-CREATE

M-DELETE

PF

1.69

1.65

1.70

1.83

1.93

OSIMIS

1.85

1.81

N/A

1.99

2.04

Table 2: performance of M-EVENTREPORT
Average elapsed time (msec.)

Performance (events/sec.)

With logRecord logging

6.3

158.5

Without logRecord logging

5.6

177.4

Table 3: Process Sizes (kB)
#eFD

0

100

500

Average

PF

3,648

3,816

4,552

1.81

OSIMIS

3,112

3,272

3,668

1.14

Table 4: Response times (msec.) of M-GET with scopes
Scope

#MOI

First

Reply

Avg.

of

Next

(msec.)

Reply (msec.)

Average (msec.)

baseOnly

1

--

--

2.4

firstLevel

1

9.0

39.4

46.4

indivisualLevel

12

7.5

5.4

6.0

baseToNth

14

5.0

2.5

2.0

wholeSubtree

444

9.0

1.8

5.1

Table 5: Response times (msec.) of M-GET with filters
Length of filter

#MOI under baseObj

#MOI

Avg. response time (msec.)

0

124

124

4.6

1

124

100

5.9

2

124

100

6.3

3

124

100

6.4
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3-5-2-2 Performance and memory usage in the cases of attribute types
The response times to different types of attributes are shown in Table 6. These response
times are almost the same. There are no explicit difference between the response time of a
normal attribute and a resource attribute. It means that we can successfully reduce the
overhead of transformation from the state of NE to an attribute which CMIP can handle.
We compare memory usages between the case when Attribute “objectClass”s of MO “eFD”
is implemented in shared attributes and the case there they are implemented normal
attributes.

We measured process sizes, changing the number of MOI “eFD”s. Column

“#MOI” is the total number of MOI in the containment tree.

Column “Average” is an

average memory usage for an MOI. Row “Reduction (%)” is the ratio of saved memory
usage of shared attribute over that of normal attribute. The result is shown in Table 7. It
shows that memory usage gets efficient when the “#MOI” increase. This is because the
shared attributes increase when the “#MOI” increases.
Table 6: Response times (msec.) for attribute implementations
M-GET

Normal Attribute

Resource Attribute

Shared Attribute

2.4

2.6

2.1

Table 7: Process sizes (kB) with/without shared attributes
#MOI

24

5,024

10,024

30,024

Average

Normal Attr.

3,648

13,272

22,896

61,296

1.92

Shared Attr.

3,648

12,600

21,536

57,296

1.79

Reduction (%)

0

5.06

5,94

6.53

3-5-2-3 Performances in types of directory substructures
We measured the performance improvement by the three types of directory substructures.
We use M-CREATE, M-GET, and M-DELETE for the performance evaluation.
We measured an average response time in the case when M-CREATEs were issued 100
times and 100 MOIs were created.

The 100 MOI spaces for the created MOI were reserved

in the static directory substructure and in the ring directory substructure.
We measured an average response time of M-GET with Scope “baseObject” and without
filter. The response time in the dynamic directory substructure varies depending on the
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position in the linear list. We, therefore, evaluate the response time of MOI in the middle of
the linear list.
We measured the response time of M-DELETE by deleting the 100 MOI created by the
M-CREATE. The platform moves MOIs in the ring buffer subdirectory in order to place
MOI in the continuous area in the ring buffer when an MOI is deleted (compaction). The
compaction impacts on the performance. We, therefore, randomly choose an MOI to be
deleted.
The evaluation results are shown in Table 8. M-CREATE in ring buffer subdirectory is
faster than other two. This is great improvement of performance because creations of MOI
“logRecord” occupy total MOI creations in Q3 agent.

The performance of ring-buffer

substructure in M-DELETE is not largely different from other two. The overhead of the
compaction is not so large.
Table 8: Response times (msec) for directory implementations
Directory

M-CREATE

M-GET

M-DELETE

Static

3.3

2.7

2.4

Dynamic

3.5

2.8

2.4

Ring Buffer

2.3

2.7

2.7

substructure

3-5-2-4 Performance evaluation by using ATM OC-3
We also evaluated the platform connected to an actual NE, while pseudo NE is used in the
previous evaluations.

We used ATM (OC-3) and implemented a Q3 agent on the

single-board computer with PowerPC. Figure 11 shows the evaluation environment.
The evaluation results are shown in Figure 11. Row “Sparc” is an evaluation result
under the environment mentioned in the previous sections.

The elapsed time of

M-EVENTREPORT in the proposed PF on Power PC is three times slower than that in
Sparc. It is because OC-3 is a bottleneck. It cannot send events to the Q3 agent faster.
In other word, the Q3 agent has enough performance for this OC-3. We also used a protocol
analyzer instead of the OC-3 in order that NE sends events faster. In that case, the Q3
agent can send M-EVENTREPORTs more than 150 events/sec.
The result shows that the response time of M-SET is slow. In this evaluation, the
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attribute for the M-SET is placed on OC-3 instead on MIB, and the platform directory
updates the attribute. We call this kind of attribute an on-demand attribute. The agent
requests an NEAE to update an on-demand attribute. This takes time of M-SET on an
on-demand attributes.
Table 9: Performance (msec.) on Power PC board
M-GET

M-SET

M-EVENTREPORT

Sparc

4.9170

--

6.309

Power PC

6.165

162.8

21.82

Agent
Agent Application
MIB PF
ISODE
RFC1006
Manager TCP/IP
10base5
SS20
CPU: SuperSpace (80MHz)
RAM: 256MB

NEAE1

Lynx OS

OC3
UDP/IP NEAE2
10base2

NE

SS20
CPU: PowerPC604 (100MHz)
On chip cache: 16kB
Second cache: 256kB
SPEC Int92: 104.3
RAM: 32MB

Figure 11: Agent on PowerPC connected with OC-3
3-5-3 Discussion
There are many products for TMN management platforms [27][65][67][68][69][70][71]. The
OSIMIS is open source software of TMN agent platform.

We discuss the comparison

between the containment tree in the OSIMIS and the proposed platform.
The containment tree in the OSIMIS is shown in Figure 11. A node consists of a linear
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list (i.e. _peer) which connects MOIs in the same level of the containment tree, a pointer to
its superior node (i.e. _superior), and a pointer to its subordinate node (i.e. _subordiate). To
find a subordinate node, the OSIMIS has to navigate a linear list in _peer. Assume that
there are k types of name attributes and each type of name attribute has n MOIs. OSIMIS
navigates a _peer linear list (kn / 2) times. Our platform navigates links to a subordinate
node 2 times in the static directory substructure. It navigates links (1+n / 2) times. The
OSIMIS takes time more than the proposed platform.
A linear hash is used in [70]. A linear hash can dynamically extend and reduce a size of
hash table, and MOI can, therefore, be generated and be deleted in the linear hash table. A
linear hash is flexible in its size, but its size could be only 2n, where n is integer. It is
inefficient in memory usage. Tree data structure as well as a linear hash is also used in
[70], and it is inefficient in memory usage, too.
We discuss the advantages of three types of directory substructures for types of MOs.
The ring buffer substructure provides a first retrieval as shown in Table 8. The ring buffer
substructure is used for storing MO “logRecord”-s. For example, when a fault in NE occurs,
a lot of events occur at one time. A lot of MO “logRecord”-s are, therefore, generated. It is
required for a Q3 agent platform to create MO “logRecord”-s and to store them efficiently.
The ring buffer substructure is suitable for “logRecord”-s because of the first creation shown
in Table 8.
We discuss advantages of implementation methods based on types of attributes. We
measured the performance shown in Table 7.

Shared attributes contribute to memory

saving. We will use Attribute “packages” and Attribute “nameBinding” as shared attributes
as well as we will use Attribute “objectClass” as shared attributes.
There are several works where several architecture components are provided for several
types of attributes, as shown in this thesis. [71] classifies four types of attributes: a static
attribute, which changes its value, a pseudo attribute and dynamic attribute, which are not
updated by network manager but which may changes, and GET-SET attribute, which can be
updated with M-SET. The system in [71] manages a locking mechanism considering the
types of attributes. It improves the performance with parallel processing.
Finally, we discuss the data translation between NE and MIB.

Performance of

resource attributes but on-demand attributes are almost the same with that of normal
attributes as shown in Table 7. A first transfer of resource attributes is expected because no
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transformation is necessary as mentioned in Section 3-4-3.
An agent application program can be implemented independent from the differences of
on-demand attributes and resource attributes. The NEAE translation function provides
the same operations to the application program. It accesses an on-demand attribute on NE
through the NEAE, while it access a resource attribute in the bitmap of MIB.

_superior
_peer
_subordinate
RDN _rdn : id = vv

_superior
_peer
_subordinate
RDN _rdn : id = vv

_superior
_peer
_subordinate
RDN _rdn : id = vv

_superior
_peer
_subordinate
RDN _rdn : id = vv

Figure 12: Containment tree data structure of OSIMIS
3-6 Conclusion
We proposed a Q3 agent platform embedded in NE.

The platform provides several

architecture components which is chosen based on the types of MO and the types of
attributes. It overcame the bottlenecks of the Q3 agent and it achieved first operations and
small memory usage.

The developer of Q3 agent applications can choose suitable

architecture components, considering the information model written in GDMO templates.
As shown in Table 7, this platform requires 22MB for 10,000 MOIs. The Q3 agent on
platform storing 30,000 MOIs requires 60MB. It cat not be installed on the Power PC board
with 32MB memory mentioned in Section 3-5-2-4. OSIMIS is also difficult to be installed in
the Power PC board. The attributes encoded in ASN.1 occupies a large part of the MIB.
ASN.1 compiler Pepsy [65] is used both in the platform and in OSIMIS. Almost the same
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attribute sizes occupies in both platforms.

We have to implement an ASN.1 compiler

which can generate memory-saving attributes.
The memory cost becomes cheaper now, but the memory cost is still dominant in CPU board.
The management information has been getting large because management functions are
getting rich. The memory reduction effort is, therefore, still necessary now.
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We developed the Q3 agent platform mentioned in Chapter 3. It can run on an embedded
system with small capacity of memory. Q3 agents running on the platform is embedded in a
lot of network elements placed on access networks. The reduction of memory size has a
good impact on total costs.
We have to pay attention to another issue for reduction of the capital investment cost of
operation systems.

It is a development cost of the operation systems. We have to develop

a Q3 agent application program on the platform for each network element. In addition, if
the network element is versioned up, an operation system must be updated, too.
There are so many approaches for software development [72]. One approach to reduce
application development costs is a domain specification language (DSL). A DSL is a kind of
programming language tailored to a specific domain. It provides developers with syntax
features which are suitable to the specific domain. It helps the developers to easily specify
the specifications of applications. A translator of the DSL translates the specifications into
program codes. It improves productivity of application programs. It is known that reuse
of the specifications written in DSL can improve the reusability more than reuse of
programming codes [73].
We have to also consider maintenance cost of existing application programs as well as
development costs for new application programs. Because network elements and operation
systems which manage the network elements will be used in long time, the maintenance of
them is important. In the maintenance, understanding the requirements and the structure
of the application programs takes more costs than testing and repairing the application
programs

[74]. In the DSL approach, the developer can more easily understand the

requirements and the structure of application program by reading the specifications written
in a DSL than program code written in a programming language. A DSL translator can
automatically generates a new program code from maintained specifications written in a
DSL
Maintenance is classified into three as the following [75]:


Maintenance for repairing for fixing defects,



Maintenance for adaptation for adapting a program into new running environment, and



Maintenance for perfectness for extension of functions and satisfaction for changes of
requirements.
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for affected modules or Affected Maintenance.
accordance with updates of applications.

We have to maintain a DSL translator in

For example, consider that an application

generated with a DSL translator is planned to be imported to another operating system.
We have to maintain a DSL translator in order to generate a program code for the new
operating system. Another example of the maintenance for affected modules is the case
that a new function is extended in the platform where the application runs. We have to add
a new syntax feature into the DSL in order to use the new function, and we have to also
extend the DSL translator so that it can accept the new syntax feature and it can generate
program code for the function.
Maintenance of DSLs, including maintenance for affected modules, is required as well
as the maintenance of application program. It results in reduction of total development and
maintenance costs. Development environments and methodologies for developing a DSL
and its translator are required. We propose, in this chapter, a DSL toolkit, which can
improve the productivity and the maintainability of DSL translators.
4-2 Related work
A DSL and its translator improve the productivity of software. For example, a “Form-based
Service” system can be easily developed in Mawl [76]. A form-based service system processes
with response to users’ inputs. The typical example of form-based service systems is a web
application.

Mawl also improves the maintainability of developed form-based sevice

systems. Mawl provides a type check mechanism to the inputs from users. It improves
maintainability of systems because the type check mechanism excludes the risk of writing
logically incorrect programming codes.
Generally, a DSL and its translator can improve the maintainability of software, but
maintainability strikingly decreases when DSL itself should be maintained [77]. Therefore,
a DSL toolkit is important for developers to improve the productivity and maintainability of
DSL [78]. It can reduce the cost of the maintenance of affected module.
ASF+DSL [77] consists of a context-free grammar matching (CFGM) system and a Term
Rewriting System (TRS). It can easily develop a DSL translator: CFGM parses the DSL and
TRS rewrites the specification in DSL into program codes.

The developers of a DSL can

formally specify the translator with the algebraic specification. However, TRS systems are
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For example, in usual programming, the developer runs a

procedure in program codes as a test. It is useful for localizing a problem in the program
codes. However, in TRS system, activating some of rules does not run correctly.
Draco [79] supports reuse of specifications written in a DSL, design, and programming
codes, and it improves the productivity and the maintainability of software. Draco defines
mapping between DSLs in different abstraction levels. It translates DSL, through these
mappings, into program codes step-by-step. Draco manages the mapping among several
DSLs, but it does not provide a mechanism for a new DSL. It, therefore, does not support
maintenance for affected module, such as the change of syntax of a DSL [80].
Stage [78] provides a template which defines generated program codes. The template
consists of dynamic parts and consistent parts. Stage directly generates a program codes as
the consistent parts.

The dynamic parts include processing codes accessing a concrete

syntax tree expressing input of the DSL. However, for the simplicity, Stage does not have a
mechanism to generate a recursive programming codes.

For example, mathematical

formula written in DSL has inherently recursive structures.

Generated codes should

include recursive structure in some domains.
KHEPERA [81] translates an abstract syntax tree into another abstract syntax tree
several times.

It finally prints out the final abstract syntax tree into text form.

Developers of a DSL can write the translation rule in a language which KHEPERA provides.
KEPERA also provides a debug function. It shows the relation between input specifications
and generated codes. This is useful for DSL users because they can easily trace the input
specifications when they want change the generated codes. This is also useful for the DSL
developer because they can easily trace the translation process and they may find a problem
in mapping rules. However, it is difficult for them to find a bug because of several mapping
rules. The developer can understand plural steps of mapping. It is not easy task.
We overlook the previous work, and we summarize requirements of DSL toolkits as
follows:


The developer of a DSL can easily find a place in a DSL translator to be modified for
fixing a problem,



They easily guess the places of generated codes are modified, when they change the
DSL translator,
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The DSL translator can generate programming codes expressive enough for many
domains.

For example, it can, of course, generate program codes with recursive

structures.
4-3 Rosetta: A DSL toolkit
We developed a DSL toolkit called Rosetta. It generates a DSL translator written in Java.
It helps DSL developers with Java knowledge.
4-3-1 Architecture of Rosetta
Figure 13 shows the architecture of Rosetta. A large rectangle including some components
is a DSL translator generated with Rosetta. Rosetta provides hatched rectangles in the
figure. They are software libraries or off line tools. The DSL developers develop modules
expressed as rectangles with underlined text. They also specify specifications expressed as
lozenges with underlined text.
A DSL translator developed with Rosetta translates input specifications into a program
codes as following.
A)

A parser reads specifications written in a DSL, parse it, and generates an abstract

syntax tree (AST). The generated AST is stored in an AST database.
B)

A semantic checker access the AST in the AST database, and it checks whether the

specifications are semantically correct. The semantic checker terminates the translation or
continues it with error messages when it finds a semantic error.
C)

A code generator accesses the AST in the AST database, and generates program

codes, by referring output templates. The output templates are kinds of scripts. They
define how the generated codes are.
The usual method for development of a DSL translator is shown in Figure 14. The
developers define the syntax of a DSL in BNF.

They use a parser generator, which

generates a parser program of the DSL. The generated parser program codes are skeleton
codes. The developers have to fill codes in action parts in the generated parser program.
For example, they fill program codes for creating an abstract syntax tree. The developers
also write a program code for the code generator. For example, they use the visitor design
pattern [63] for the code generator.
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Orion is a parser generator which Rosetta provides.
Parser Generator JavaCUP [82].

The output of Orion is source codes of

The code generated by Orion includes BNF rules

expressing syntax of the DSL and actions of BNF rules.

These actions are program codes

generating an AST of the DSL. For example, consider the following is BNF rules of simple
mathematical formula.
exp

::= exp PLUS term
|

term

term ;

::= term MULTI factor
|

factor;

factor ::= LPER exp RPER ;
|

NUM ;

Non-tenrminal symbols are “exp”, “term”, and “factor”, terminal symbols are captal
words. “PLUS” is “+”, “MULTI” is “*”, “LPER” is “(“, and RPER is “)”. “NUM” is a integer
token. For the above BNF rules, we give specifications of Orion.

It is called an AST

specification as is shown in Figure 15.
exp ::= (left) exp (op) PLUS (right) term
|

(exp) term.factor.exp

|

(num) term.factor.NUM

|

(term) term

;

term ::= (left) term (op) MULTI
(right) factor
|

(exp) factor.exp

|

(num) factor.NUM

;

factor ::= (exp) exp
|

(num) NUM ;

Figure 15: Example of AST specification
Terminal symbols and non-terminal symbols in the above represent nodes of a generated
AST. The term left to “::=” is a parent node of nodes in rights. A branch name name is
given in parenthesis “(name)” before each terminal or non-terminal sybmol in the right
side of a rule. A branch name is given to a branch in the AST from the parent node in the
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“factor.exp” in Rule “term”. It means that the child node with branch name “exp” of the
parent node expressed in “term” is node expressed in “exp” followed by “factor”.

In short,

the “exp” node directly connected to the “term” node without “factor”. This mechanism
symplifies an AST. The BNF sometimes include some non-terminal symbols for techincal
reasons. They are necessary to express a complex syntax. They may be comfusing the DSL
developers. The mechanism eliminates these techincal non-terminal symbols. Orion and
JavaCUP generates a parser which generates an AST shown in Figure 16 when the parser
reads Formula “3*(2+1)”. “term”, “left”, “op”, “right”, and so on are branch names.

exp
term
term
left
term
num
NUM “3”

op
MULT

right
exp

left
term

op

right

PLUS

term

num

num

NUM “2”

NUM “1”

Figure 16: Example of Abstract Syntax Tree
4-3-3 Code generator and output template
The code generator accesses an AST, such as Figure 16, stored in the AST database, and
generates program codes. The rule of the code generation is written in output templates.
Figure 17 is an example of output templates for the AST in Figure 16. This example is
written in File “calculator.gen”.

File “exp.gen” included into “calculator.gen” with an

INCLUDE tag in “calculator.gen” is shown in Figure 18.

We omit, in this thesis, the

explanation of “term.gen” included in “exp.gen”. The code generator with “calculator.gen”
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An output template consists of two parts like HTML:


Text part: The code generator directly generates contents of text parts.



Tag part: Tag is a part surrounded by “<” and “>”. The code generator interprets the
tag, and generates suitable codes corresponding to the semantic of tag. For example,
when the code generator encounters an “INCLUDE” tag, it reads the file specified in the
argument of the “INCLUDE” tag, and it interprets the file.
An output template similar to HTML syntax has following advantages:



It is familiar because it is similar to the HTML syntax,



The DSL developers can easily guess the generated code because of the text part,



The output templates provide several strong data structures: a pointer to a node in AST
(pointer type), a string type, and a stack type. These are useful for accessing an AST.
The pointer type is a data type to indicate a node of AST. An example of a variable of a
pointer type is “&EXP” in Figure 18. The stack type is an array of string types or point
types.



The output templates provide a node search expression. It can find a node in a specific
subtree, and return a pointer type data. For example, Expression “$(&EXP/exp:*:)”
returns a node under Branch “term”, the node which under Branch “exp” in the subtree
whose root is pointed by “&EXP”.



An INCLUDE tag enables subroutine calls.

In addition, the code generator can

generate program codes of recursive structure with an INCLUDE tag. For example,
The INCLUDE tag in “exp.gen” shown in Figure 18 includes “exp.gen” itself.


EXISTS tags and others enable conditional jumps.

For example, in “<EXISTS

$(&EXP/op:*:)>”, if the subtree pointed by “&EXP” has a child node with branch “op”,
then the code generator interprets the region between “<THEN>” and “</THEN>”.


FOR tags enable a loop. The argument of a FOR tag is a stack data type. It may
matches plural nodes in a specific subtree. The code generator repeatedly interprets the
region between “<FOR>” and “</FOR>” until the argument of FOR matches nodes. An
example of the argument of “FOR” is “(&EXP, /num:*:)”. It finds all the nodes with
branch “num” in the subtree pointed with “&EXP”.
/* Print out the evaluation result. */
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int calc() {<p>
int ans = 0;<p>
ans =
<INCLUDE "exp.gen">
<POINT name=EXP, address=&(/ROOT:*:)>
</INCLUDE>;<p>
return ans;<p>
}<p>
void main(int argc, char* argv[]) {<p>
printf("Answer = %d¥n", calc());<p>
}<p>
Figure 17: Example of output template: “calculator.gen”
<EXISTS $(&EXP/op:*:)><THEN>
<INCLUDE "exp.gen">
<POINT name=EXP, address $(&EXP/left:*:)>
</INCLUDE><s>+<s>
<INCLUE "exp.gen">
<POINT name=EXP, address $(&EXP/right:*:)>
</INCLUDE>
</THEN></EXISTS>
<EXISTS $(&EXP/exp:*:)><THEN>
(<INCLUE "exp.gen">
<POINT name=EXP, address $(&EXP/exp:*:)>
</INCLUDE>)
</THEN></EXISTS>
<EXISTS $(&EXP/term:*:)><THEN>
<INCLUE "term.gen">
<POINT name=TERM, address $(&EXP/term:*:)>
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</THEN></EXISTS>
<EXISTS $(&EXP/num:*:)><THEN>
<$(&EXP/num:*:)>
</THEN></EXISTS>
Figure 18: Example of output template: "exp.gen"
/* Print out the evaluation result. */
#include <stdio.h>
int calc() {
int ans = 0;
ans = 3 + ( 2 + 1 );
return ans;
}
void main(int argc, char* argv[]) {
printf("Answer = %d¥n", calc());
}
Figure 19: Generated program codes
4-3-4 Development methodology in Rosetta
The development method in Rosetta is shown in Figure 20.

We assume that the DSL

developers are a designer of a DSL, a designer of the DSL translator, a developer of the
translator. Numbers in Figure 20 corresponds to the following steps:
1.

A designer of the DSL, who has much domain knowledge, defines the syntax and

semantics of the DSL, by using his knowledge and experience. The syntax is defined in
BNF, and the semantics is specified in his natural language.
2.

A designer of translator defines specification of generated code. It specifies the

output of the DSL translator. Example specifications of generated code shown in Figure 19
are shown in Figure 21. “[…]” in the figure shows one of conditional branches. One of the
branches is selected if a comment referred by number in its right shoulder is satisfied.
“<…>” in the figure shows a loop. A comment referred by number in its right shoulder
shows the condition that the loop continues.

A Developer of translator refers to the
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3.

The designer of the DSL translator specifies an AST in the AST specification like

Figure 15.
4.

The designer of the DSL translator specifies specifications of semantic error check

items. An item specifies a semantically incorrect condition, and an error message for that
condition.
5.

The designer of the translator defines specification of command line including

command syntax and its semantics of the DSL translator.
6.

The developer of the translator gives Orion a pair of BNF and specification of AST.

Orion with JavaCUP generates a parser program codes.
7.

The developer of the translator makes a main routine program of the DSL

translator by referring the specification of command line.
8.

The developer of the translator specifies output templates of the DSL translator, by

referring the specification of generated codes and an AST specification.
9.

The developer of the translator makes a program of the semantic checker by

referring the specification of semantic error check items
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Figure 20: Rosetta development methodology
/* Print out the evaluation result. */
int calc() {
int ans = 0;
ans =
< exp>*5 + < exp>*5

[

]*1

[
[

<term>*6 * [( <exp>*5})]*4

[

<exp>*5 ]*7

[

num*6 ]*8

[ num*6 ]*5 ]*3

]*2
[

num*6

]*3

[

exp*5

]*4;
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}
void main(int argc, char* argv[]) {
printf("Answer = %d¥¥n", calc());
}
1. Case when branch op is under Branch exp.
2. Case when branch term is under Branch exp.
3. Case when branch num is under Branch exp.
4. Case when branch exp is under Branch exp.
5. Branch exp is recursively called
：
Figure 21: Specification of generated code
4-3-5 Improvement of maintainability in Rosetta
The following advantages of Rosetta improve the maintenability of a DSL and its translator.


Orion generates a parser program, according to a specification of AST. The generated
AST is always in accordance with the specification of AST. In short, the specification of
AST is a reliable design document. There are often the cases where design documents
are not in accordance with the program because the design documents are not updated
even when program codes are updated. However, by using Orion, we can avoid this
situation.



A DSL translator generates program codes similar to its output templates. The DSL
developers can easily find correspondence between the generated program codes and
the output specifications. For example, Line 1 of the generated code shown in Figure
19 corresponds to Line 1 of Output template “calculate.gen” shown in Figure 17. The
DSL translator developers, therefore, easily find where to change the output templates
when generated codes must be changed. In addition, when they changed the output
templates, they easily guess the impact on the generated codes.



The specifications of the generated codes can be specified into several outpute templates
files. The DSL translator developers can run the translator with a part of the output
templates. It is useful for debugging and test of the DSL translator.
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The output templates have features strong enough to access ASTs. The syntax of a
DSL is context free grammer, and it is defined in BNF. The BNF has a conditional
branch (“|”) and a recursive operation with reference of a non-terminal symbol in the
right of a rule. The output templates have features of a conditional branch and a
recursive operation, too. The output templates also have a feature to call a Java library.
We can use, for example, calcurations, which are not supproted in the outpute templates,
by using a Java library.

4-4 GDMO translator: An Example of Rosetta
We developed the Q3 agent platform in Chapter 3. The development cost of Q3 agent
application program on the platform is also a critical issue.

In Q3 interface, the

management model of each network element is given in Guidelines of Definition of Managed
Object (GDMO) standardized in ITU-T [12]. The GDMO is a kind of DSLs for a Q3 agent.
We developed, by using Rosetta, a DSL translator. It reads GDMO templates, which are
specifications of an NE written in GDMO, and some original specifications, and generates
programming codes running on the Q3 agent platform, as shown in Figure 22. We call the
translator a GDMO translator.

The behavior of managed objects are specified in

BEHAVIOUR templates in a natural language. The GDMO translator cannot handle the
natural language, and it cannot generate program codes of the behavior of managed objects.
In stead, the DSL developpers write the program codes.
A Q3 agent application program includes about 100 managed object classes and
initialzation codes of several ten thousands of managed object instances. The specifications
of GDMO and generated code tend to be large. For example, we give the GDMO translator
totally 17kL of GDMO templates and other specifications about managed object instances,
and it generates 221kL C++ program codes. This means that the application developer skip
writing 221kL. The almost parts of GDMO templates are standarized such as in M3100.
The application developers just use sutable set of templates and write some of additional
specifications. Therefore, the GDMO translator save the development cost of Q3 agenet
application program.

We can update a Q3 agent application program by changing the

specifications, and by re-generating program codes with the GDMO translator.

For

example, the GDMO translator reads an specification of a containment tree, which containes
managed object instances in a tree structure. The Q3 agent application developers can
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the containment tree.
The Q3 agent platform is updated 23 times and 80-times maintenances as a result.
These maintenance is classifiled as follows:


Maintenance for repairing occurred 60 cases,



Maintenance for adaptation occurred 2 cases,



Maintenance for perfectness occurred 12 cases, and



Maintenance for affected modules occurred 6 cases.

About 8% of the maintanences are maintenances for affected modules.

The GDMO

translator must be maintined in these cases.

Developer
of Q3 agent
Spec. in GDMO
GDMO
Translator
Other Specifications

Program codes
in C++

generates
C++ Complier
compiles
Q3 Agent Application
Q3 Agent Platform
OS
HW

monitoring
Figure 22: GDMO translator and Q3 agent platform
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4-5-1 Measurement of maintenance costs
We compared development cost and maintenance cost of a DSL with Rosetta with those with
a visitor design pattern [63].

The visitor pattern is suitable for a translator program

because each method in a visitor object is invoked when the object encounters a certain type
of an AST node. We developed two HTML generators with Rosetta and with visitor pattern.
Both the HTML generators read GDMO templates and definition of data in ASN.1, and
generates HTML files which express definitions in the GDMO templates and the ASN.1 data.
Each of two programmers developed each of the HTML generators. They have experiences
of development projects with Java, but they had not have experience of usage of Rosetta
before.
In this experiment, we developed only code generation parts. We used a parser of the
GDMO translator. We defined the specification of generated codes and the specification of
the AST of the GDMO translator. The two programmers refer these specifications, and
develop the HTML generators.
Firstly, the two programmers developed the first version of the HTML generators, and
we measured man powers used for these developments. After these developments, we give
the two programmers specifications of the second version of the HTML generators. They
develop the second versions, and we measured this maintenance man powers.
Table 10 shows the man powers for these developments. “# of lines” is the number of
lines of the GDMO translator (ver.1). “# of modified lines” is the number of lines modified in
the second version from the first version. The number of the modified lines is measured
with Command “diff” in UNIX.
It shows that the maintenance cost with Rosetta is smaller than that with the visitor
patterns. However, the number of modified lines with Rosetta is larger than that with the
visitor pattern. The total number of updated points with Rosetta in the second version is
less than that with the visitor pattern. It means that modified points are distributed in the
development with the visitor pattern. It is also shown in “#modified lines per modified
points” in Table 10. The modified parts are inherently distributed in the visitor pattern
because each visitor method corresponds to a node of AST. The output program codes are
generated from the information of several AST nodes. Therefore, they are generated by
several visitor methods corresponding to the several AST nodes. Maintenance is difficult if
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Additions to program codes in the development with Rosetta are more than that with
the visitor pattern (Table 11). If new functions are added to the HTML generator, we just
add codes for the new functions into output templates of Rosetta. In the development with
the visitor pattern, some of existing visitor methods must be modified. It is a reason why
code modifications in development with the visitor pattern are more than those with Rosetta.
Code additions are generally easier than code modifications because code modifications often
have impacts on the existing codes. A programmer must take care that modifications is
independent from existing codes.
Table 12 shows the man power for repairing bugs for a trouble ticket. It is smaller in
development with Rosetta than that in the visitor pattern.
Table 10: Cost of Development and Maintenance
Ver. 1 (development)

Ver. 2 (maintenance)

Man power

# of lines

Man power

# of modified

# of modified lines (L)

[person hour]

(kL)

[person hour]

lines (kL)

per modified points

Rosetta

200

9.0

53

4.0

11

Visitor

192

8.0

87

2.3

6.3

Table 11: Updated points in the second version
Addition

Removal

Modification

Total

Rosetta

211

17

123

351

Visitor

88

88

192

368

Table 12: Cost of repairing bug in HTML generator [person hour]
Ver.1

Ver. 2

Average

Rosetta

2.39

2.11

2.45

Visitor

3.04

2.68

2.77

4-5-2 Performance
DSL translators developed with Rosetta are slow. The GDMO translator takes 5 – 6 hours
for 20kL inputs. It also takes 100MB heap memory. It is because the Rosetta generates a
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large AST for nodes takes a lot of time.
Alternative method is a streaming processing like SAX [83]. SAX is one of the XML
parsing methods. DOM, which is another XML parsing method, generates an AST, just like
Rosetta. The DOM, therefore, takes a lot of heap memory as well as Rosetta does.

The

SAX sequentially reads an XML file and generates program codes. This may be a hint for
us to improve the performance of Rosetta. However, the code generation which requires
some information distributed in an AST is not suitable to the SAX-like method. The code
generation with the SAX-like method can only use local information where the SAX is now
reading. Because information of a managed object class is distributes in nine kinds of
GDMO templates, the GDMO translator does not suitable to the SAX-like method.
4-6 Conclusion
The development cost and the maintenance cost of Q3 agent applications are keys for
reduction of capital costs of operation system. There are several approaches with DSLs for
reduction of application development costs.
We pointed out the maintenance for affected modules must be considered in DSL
approach. We clarify that about 8 percents of maintenance is the affected maintenance
through our Q3 agent development project. We proposed a DSL toolkit called Rosetta and its
development method in order to reduce the development costs and the maintenance costs
including the affected maintenance. The specification of AST is a reliable design document
of AST because Orion generates a parser program from the specification.
templates are easy for the developer to maintain the DSL translator.

The output

It reduces the

maintenance cost. We compare the proposed method with the visitor pattern, and proved
the advantage of the proposed method through our experiments.
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5-1 Introduction: Issue of low cost operations
System management consists of Fault Management, Configure Management, Account
Management, Performance Management, and Security Management, which are called
FCAPS.

Management consists of four steps (PDCA): Plan a management purpose, Do an

operation of the managed systems with monitoring the situation of the operation systems,
Check the systems whether a problem occurs or not, and Action a problem repair.
Administrators are deployed to do this PDCA cycle. This results in expensive personnel
costs.

Especially in fault management, the expertise knowledge is required to detect

anomaly and to analyze the cause. However, the expert persons require higher personnel
costs than normal system administrators. We focus on the fault management in this thesis.
Especially, we try to help expert to find the cause of fault.
5-2 Classification of faults
We firstly define the terminologies in fault management. Figure 23 shows terminologies.
Defect is a cause, which may cause performance degradations and malfunctions. Fault is
the situation where the managed system causes performance degradations and malfunctions,
but administrators or users are not aware it. Failure is performance degradation or a
malfunction of managed systems explicit to the administrators and the users. Incident is
an impact, caused by failures, on user or society. For example, a program without freeing
the used memory space may cause a memory leak. This is an example of a defect. This
causes a memory leak. This is a fault. This memory leak consumes a heap memory area,
and it causes the slashing. This results in performance degradation of response time of the
managed system. This is an example of failure. Users cannot do his job before their dead
lines because of this performance degradation. This is an example of incident.
We define other terminologies. An event is a notification or a record of the situation of
managed system. It may be issued or recorded in to a log when the situation of managed
system is changed: for example, it may be issued when configuration of the system is
changed, when a fault is found, or when a request comes to the managed system

Anomaly

is a situation where the system is out of normal situation. It may be a fault or it may be
caused by other causes, such as security attack. Failure derivation is a situation where a
failure causes some other failures.

The caused failures are called derivative failures. An

example of failure derivations is a response time degradation on an AP server caused by a
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performance degradation of a DB server which the AP server access. Root failure is a root
failure of a failure derivation.

incident

failure
administrator
fault
Outside influence to
the management system
defect
Figure 23: Terminologies in Fault Management
Figure 24 is a fault model. A managed system consists of some subsystems which
depend on each others. Some subsystems may have defects in their selves. Influence of
environment around the managed system may trigger failures caused from the defects.
Some failures are derived on another subsystem depending on the subsystem with the
failures. The managed system may issue the events of these failures.
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Managed system
Subsystem in
managed system
Environment
Outside influence
Input

Failure
Subsystem in
managed system
(with defect)

Malfunction
Performance
degradation

event
Informative event
Error event
Figure 24: Fault model
We classify failures on a map shown in Figure 25. Firstly, we classify failures into
known failures and unknown failures.

The former has occurred beforehand and the

administrator has knowledge about it.

For example, some hardware failures occur in

certain rate. The hardware failures occur usually in a large managed system including
many hardware devices.

Another example is a software bug with memory leak.

The

administrator knows the symptoms and the resetting the system fixes temporarily the
problem. The administrator should fix a bug, but finding a bug is difficult. He, therefore,
resets the system and temporary repairs the system. The known failure usually occurs and,
therefore, the management cost of known failures is dominant.
The latter has never occurred beforehand, and the administrator has no knowledge
about it. It scarcely occurs, but it takes a long time for fixing a failure when it occurs.
We classify failures with another view into silent failures and failures with events. The
managed system or the operation system of the managed system tries to find an anomaly, to
issues events to notify the administrators of the anomaly. These failures are classified into
the failures with events.
The managed system cannot issue events even in anomalous situation. For example,
the managed system goes down immediately and it does not have time to issue an event.
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The failure without event is called a silent failure.
We classified the failures in the view of failure derivations. There are five classes in
the view of failure derivations: none means that no derivative failure occurs. Explicit
derivation of failures means that a failure derivation relation is estimated from the structure
of managed systems. For example, equipments connected to a router may cause connection
errors when the router causes a failure. This derivation relation is estimated from the
relation of physical links between the routers and equipments.

Implicit derivation of

failures means that a failure derivation relation is difficult to be estimated. For example,
failure derivation in application programs is usually complex and is difficult to be estimated
because the relation between software components are complex and the application program
is usually a black box to administrators. Derivation relation is dynamic when the relation
changes dynamically. For example, deployment of application programs running on virtual
machines may change. This virtualization changes the relation between application
programs and machines where they run. External means that environment around the
managed systems causes a failure. For example, a thunderbolt causes a surge voltage on
the power lines of the managed systems, and it results in a failure.
The fault management methods are classified into the following three:


Anomaly detection is to find that an anomaly happened in the managed systems. It does
not matter what anomaly is and where it happens.



Fault localization is to find where an anomaly happens.



Root cause analysis is to find where an anomaly happens and to find why the failure
causes.
We think that there is no almighty method which can analyze the cause of all types of

the failures.

Each problem in Figure 25 requires each method.

We propose a failure

derivation analysis method for failure with events in this section. This method covers the
area shown in Figure 25.
The characteristics of proposed method are the following:


The method can learn derivation relation model from event log including failures. It
can find a root cause of failures with events from a lot of events, considering the learnt
derivation model.



It can find a root cause of failures in a distributed system, while their configurations are
different from each other. The derivation relations are different from each other based
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on their configuration. For example, a web three-tier system without a load balancer
becomes insufficient when an application server goes down. A web three-tier system
with a load balancer can continue its services even if one of application servers goes
down.

It is, therefore, difficult to find derivation relation because the derivation

relation depends on the configuration of the distributed systems.
It can find a root cause of failures with implicit failures. Failure derivation relation is



implicit when a fault occurs in application software.

The structure in software is

complex and it is a black box to administrator. The system can analyze the implicit
derivation in software as well as in the system level.

Failure
Silent Failure
derivation (without error event)

Failure with events

dynamic Implicit

internal

Known Failure

external

explicit

Failure
Derivation
analysis
JRule

InCharge

none
Unknown
failure

ASDS

PinPoint

Figure 25: Classification of failures
5-3 Related work
There are a lot of event correlation methods, which correlate a lot of events with each others.
It correlates, into an event group, a lot of events which are caused by a fault.

An

administrator can easily understand the situation with an event into which a lot of events
are correlated. Many works of event correlation use rules expressing which events are
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related [84]. Rules are used for root cause analysis as well as event correlation [85][86].
However, these rule-based analyses are difficult to be applied to a fault in an application
program. An application program is a black box to an administrator, and therefore, he
cannot write down the rules.

Even if he knows the details of the application program, the

relation among modules in the application program is too difficult to be expressed in the
rules.
The rule-based approach is also difficult to be applied to a distributed system because
the failure derivations are different depending on the configuration of the distributed
systems. For example, the failure derivations are different between a three-tier system
with a load balancer and that without a load balancer. Clients can use the service even
when one of application servers connected to the load balancer is down.

However, the

clients cannot use the service in the former system when the application server is down.
We have to prepare different rules for these two systems.
Mean Time to Recovery (MTTR) is conserved important than Mean Time to Failure
(MTTF) in Recovery-oriented System (RoC) project [88].

This is because first recovery is

essential to availability of systems. MTTF only tells that the system is hard to be failed,
but it does not tell how long it is in failed situation. It is important for short MTTR that an
administrator can find where a fault occurs in a short time.

PinPoint [89] is a fault

localization tool developed in RoC project. It monitors elapsed times in a control flow of a
J2EE application with probes injected in the J2EE application. It can compare the elapsed
time in failure condition with that in normal conditions. It can be a fault point that the
elapsed time is much longer than normal elapsed times.

PinPoint requires the probe

injections, and a lot of systems cannot admit the injections.
In InCharge [90], an administrator provides a “code-book” matrix.
relations between events and faults.

It represents

In short, each row of the code-book matrix C

represents a fault, and each column represents an event. Element (i, j) of Matrix C is 1 if
Fault i occurs and Event j is issued. It is 0, otherwise.

InCharge uses the code-book

matrix, and analyzes the root cause of a failure. The managed system issued a set of events
when a failure occurs. InCharge expresses the set as Vector e whose element j is 1 if Event j
is in the set and 0 otherwise. Then, Fault i is expressed in Element i of Vector Ce. This
means that the hamming distance of Vector e is most similar to Row i of Matrix C in the view
of humming distance.
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administrator to define the code-book. He must write information about the events and the
managed system in Managed Object DEfinition Language (MODEL).

1,170 lines are

required for 40 managed classes in the evaluation in [90]. In addition, a code-book is a kind
of rule. Therefore, the administrator cannot define a code-book for a managed system with
implicit failure derivation.
Smart Shifter [91] is an intrusion detection system, and it can detect abnormal
operations to the managed system. It models a sequence of operations to the managed
systems as the hidden Markov model.

In short, it learns normal sequences of the

operations, and then it finds an outlier in comparison with the learned sequences. The
algorithm may be easily used in fault analysis as well as in the intrusion detection. It can
detect an anomaly which may be a failure, but it cannot find a root cause of it.
ASDS [92] finds invariants between performance parameters in a managed system. It
can detect an anomaly when some of invariants are broken. It is an anomaly detection
system, but it is not a root cause analysis system.
5-4 A Solution for implicit failure derivation
5-4-1 Overview
We propose a method which reads exiting logs of events, estimates a failure derivation model,
and analysis the root cause of failure by using the estimated model.

It can analyze the

implicit failure derivations because it can estimate the model from the existing logs. We
assume that the logs are outcomes of implicit derivation.
This method can handle faults in Area “Failure derivation Analysis” in Figure 25. It
can handle a fault with events. The fault can cause the failure derivation, and the method
can solve the implicit derivation.

It can also solve the explicit derivation, but rule-based

approach, such as JRule and InCharge, may analyze the root cause more precisely. The
rule which an expert administrator defines is generally more informative than the
derivation model which the system estimated from exiting logs.
We show the steps of the proposed method in Figure 26. “Error Event Specifications” in
Figure 26 is a list of events the managed system issues. Firstly, the failure derivation
analysis system reads it and generates an initial failure derivation model (Step 1). The
initial failure derivation model is an initial state of the iterative algorithm mentioned later.
Secondly, the analysis system reads the exiting log of events for learning. The analysis
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system estimates the failure derivation model (Step 2). It generates the failure derivation
model from the initial derivation model with the iterative algorithm. The SI-er can use the
log issued in the test phase of the managed systems.
Finally, the analysis system is applied to the managed system running. It analyzes the
log which the running system issues, and guesses the root causes of events in the log, by
referring the tuned failure derivation model.
Failure Derivation Analysis system
SI-er of
managed system

Preparation

step1

Error Event
Specs

Initial Failure
Derivation model
Estimation
Administrator

step2

log of events
for learning

Tuned Failure
Derivation Model
Analysis

step3

log of events
for analysis

Diagnosis

Figure 26: Proposed Method
We give an example of the event specifications in Figure 27. The event specifications
consist of Paragraph “[events]” and Paragraph “[states]”. The former defines events the
managed system issue. The latter specifies the failures which are causes of the events. In
Paragraph “[events]”, we can define an event with regular expressions. For example, the
following definition of event includes “(¥d+)”, which expresses an arbitrary process id.
“child process (¥d+) still did not exit, sending a SIGTERM”
In Paragraph [event], we define a failure which causes the event.

The following

example means that Failure “httpd is stopped” issues Event “child process …”.
“child process (¥d+) still did not exit, sending a SIGTERM”, “httpd is
stopped”
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[states] # "Faiures"
"httpd is stopped"
"JBoss is stopped"
"MySQL is stopped"
"httpd NW is stopped"
"JBoss NW is stopped"
"MySQL NW is stopped"
"httpd started"
#（ommition）
[events] # "event","failure"
"httpd(起動|startup)
succeeded","httpd started"
"httpd(停止|shutdown) succeeded",
Figure 27: Example of Event Specifications
We show the GUI of the prototype of the failure derivation analysis system in Figure 28.
The file names and parameters used in the system are placed in the upper part of the GUI.
The analysis result is shown in the lower part. The result is shown in the tree view in the
left of the lower part, and the same information in text is shown in the right of the lower part.
The top level of the tree view are called event regions, which are mentioned later.

A

subnode of an event region includes a root failure and the derived failures. The first node
under the subnode expresses the root failure and the following in the subnode is derivative
failures.
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Failure Derivation Analysis System

Root Failure

Derived Failure

Relations of failures

Diagnosis log

Figure 28: Prototype system
5-4-2 Approach
We assume the following assumptions.


Events are issued in the same order with the derivation of the failures. Failure A
issues Event eA , and Failure B issues Event eB. Failure B is derived from Failure A.
Then, Event eA is issued before Event eB.
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We think that the former assumption is valid when the managed system is monitored in
a short period. In short, Failure B occurs after Failure A because of the causality of failure
derivation.

The event is almost instantly issued if the monitoring period is short.

Therefore, Event eB is issued after Event eA.

However, we must pay attention to the

following exceptional cases. If the monitoring period is not short, these two events may
have the same time stamp. Components in the managed systems have the same clock with
Network Time Protocol (NTP), but they have time-errors among them.
We mention the latter assumption. Some failures may be derived from plural failures.
A failure may occur when both the active system and the stand-by system in a redundant
system are out of order. We, however, assume that a lot of failures are derived from one
failure.
We make a model of failure derivations as Hidden Markov Model (HMM). HMM M is
S)
}.
consists of M = {S, Σ, A, E, Pr０ (

Σ = {σ, … , σ୬ିଵ} is a set of observal events.

S  {s0 , s1 ,..., s n1} is a set of hidden states, which issue a set of the observable events. A is

a transition probability matrix, which expresses the transitions between the hidden states.
E is a matrix whose element is a probability that an event is issued under a failure. Pr0(S)
is probability of the initial state.

We assume that an event is regarded as an observable event in HMM, and a failure is

regarded as a hidden state.

The following describes this modeling in detail.

In the

following, we use Pr( a | b ) as probability of a under b .


A set of failures in the managed system is defined as S  {s0 , s1 ,..., s n 1 } .

Failures are

defined in Paragraph “[states]” in the event specifications mentioned before.

s0 is a

normal state.


A set of events issued in the managed system is defined as   { 0 ,  1 ,..., m 1 } .

The

set of events are defined in Paragraph “[events]” in the event specifications.
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Probability Matrix of events is E  










 Pr( j | si )


.

Probability

Pr( j | si ) is Element (i, j) of E, and it is a probability of Event  j under Failure si .





Probability Matrix of failure derivation is A  




 Pr(s j | si )




 . Probability



Pr( s j | si ) is Element (i, j) of A, and it is a probability of Event s j under Failure si .



Vector Pr0 ( S )   Pr0 ( si )  is a set of probability that the initial state is Failure


si .

M  means a transport matrix of Matrix M .

We define the values of Pr0 (S ) as the follows:

Pr0 (s0 )  1 and Pr0 (si )  0 if ݅≠ 0

because the system should begin with the normal state s.

Figure 29 shows an intuitive image of the model. The bottom part of the rectangular in
the figure shows the probability matrix of failure derivations. For example, the sick lines in
the bottom part show a sequence of transitions that Failure “DB Process Down” causes
Failure “DB Connection Down”, and Failure “DB Connection Down” causes Failure AP
Server Busy”.
The upper part of the rectangular shows a set of the events   { 0 ,  1 ,..., m 1 } . A
thin line in the bottom part shows that, for example, Event “mysql ended” is issued from
Failure “DB Process Down”.
We described Step 2 in the proposed method.

Assume that a sequence of events

 l   l 0 ,  l 1 ,...,  l m1 is given as a log of events for learning.
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ｌ

course, σ୧ ∈ Σ. We calculate Probability Matrix of Failure Derivation A and Probability

Matrix of Event E. In short, we calculate these two where the probability of occurrence of
ｌ

σ୧ ∈ Σ should be maxmum.

These are given in ( A, E)  argmax Pr( | x 0, A, E) .
l

A ,E

Baum-Welch algorithm [87] can solve this equation approximately. We briefly explain the
algorism. We can calculate the probabilities of occurrences of Sequence
Sequence

 l 0 ,..., l k 1 and

 l k ,..., l m1 in  l   l 0 ,  l 1 ,...,  l m1 , where A ，E and Pr0 (S ) are given. The

algorisms of these calculations are known as a forward algorithm and a backward algorithm.
We use these algorithms, and calculate approximate and temporal solutions of Pr( s j | si )
and Pr( s j | si ) , where

 l   l 0 ,  l 1 ,...,  l m1 are given and A ， E and Pr0 (S ) are given.

These are temporal solutions, and we describes these as Pr' ( s j | si ) and Pr' ( s j | si ) . By
using these temporal solutions, we can estimate Pr( s j | si ) and Pr(ek | si ) in the following
equations.
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We use these Pr( s j | si ) and Pr(ek | si ) as new elements of A and E, and we iteratively
calculates these as Pr( s j | si ) and Pr(ek | si ) .
Baum-Welch algorithm is an iterative algorithm, and it requires initial values of A ， E
and Pr0 (S ) . We give an assumption that the failure derivation relations are implicit. We,
therefore, assume that the probabilities in A and E are equal as initial values.
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Initial values of elements of Probability Matrix A, for example, is given in Pr൫
ݏ
ݏ
൯=
ห


where n is the number of elements in S.

ଵ



Consider the initial values of Probability matrix of events E . We define, in Paragraph
“[events]” in the event specifications, the relation that a failure can issue some of events.
We define ݊୧ is the number of events which are issued by Failureݏ
. We give the initial
୧

value of Probability Pr(ek | si ) is defined as follows:

1
, if ݏ
୧ derives ݁
୩, or
ni



Pr(ek | si ) 



Pr(ek | si )  0 , otherwise.

We consider Step 3. A sequence of events 

a

  a 0 ,  a 1 ,..., a m 1 is given for a log of


events for analysis. “ܽ” in the left shoulder means “analysis”. Of course it is σ୧ ∈ Σ. We
calculate, using A and E calculated in Step 2, a sequence of failures s  s
a

where the probability of the occurrence of 

a

a

0

, s a 1 ,..., s a n 1

  a 0 ,  a 1 ,...,  a m 1 is max. In short, we

solve the following equation. s  argmax Pr(s , | Pr0 ( S ), A, E) .
a

a

The root failure is

s


guessed as ݏ
 but the normal state s .

This is because we assumed that events are

issued in the same order with the failure derivation.
Viterbi Algorithm [87] can solve s  argmax Pr(s , | Pr0 ( S ), A, E) .
a

a

s


maximum likelihood that Failure s୲
ାଵ occurs at t + 1 under 

a

(t + 1) is a
Pmax ୱ
౪
శభ

  a 0 ,  a 1 ,..., a t 1 .

In Viterbi algorithm, the following equation is given.



(
(
t) ݏ(ۯ
, S୲ାଵ))
) max( Pmaxୱ
t + 1)= ۳(ݏ
Pmaxୱ
୲
୲
ାଵ, σ୲
౪
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౪
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ାଵ
୩

E(si,σk) is a probability of Event σk under Failure si, which is Element (i, k) of Probability
Matrix E . A(si, sj) is a probability of Failure sj derives Failure si, which is an element (i, j)
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of Probability Matrix A

Managed System
event
Error connecting to tomcat.
Tomcat is probably not started
or is listening on the wrong
port. Failed errno = 111

Events

Warning: Asked for 196608
JBossResourceException:
thread
stack,
but got 126976
Query
Could
notfailed
create connection
com.mysql.jdbc.Communicat
ionsException:
Communications link failure
due to underlying exception

mysqld ended

Hidden States

AP Server
Timeout

Incorrect
Port number

AP Server
Busy

AP Process
Down

DB Connection
Down

Probabilistic Automaton learned from log

DB Process
Down

Root Cause

Root Cause Analysis System
Relation between events and faults

Administrator

Transition of Fault Transition Automaton
Figure 29: Failure derivation model with Hidden Markov Model
Computation times of the Baum-Welch algorithm and the Veterbi algorism are O(n), where n
is the number of events for learning and for analysis. We, therefore, have to divide a long
sequence of events into segments with suitable size.

We assume that most of failure

derivations occur in a short time. We, therefore, divide a sequence of events at the gap
where time period between an event and the next event is longer than a given threshold.
This is shown in upper part of Figure 30. The segment is called an “event region” in this
thesis.
Several faults may occur in the same event region. We assume that, in a lot of cases,
each of the faults issues a different sequence of events. We, therefore, can separate these
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sequences in an event region by finding a low probability between the sequences. In some
case, a sequence of faults s  s
a

a

0

, s a 1 ,..., s a n 1 found in this method may include several

different sequences of faults caused by the faults. We regard as the sequence as different
sequences if transition probability is low. For example in the lower part of Figure 30, we
divide the sequence of failures at the line between Failure sj and sj+1 if Pr(sj+1|sj) < P0.

P0

is a given threshold called a divide probability in this thesis.

Event σk is not regarded to be issued from Failure sj if Pr(σk|si) < P1. It is regarded as

errors of the proposed method.

We can get sets of events from Event region Ri. Assume

that h th set of events is Σi,h. A set of events of Σi,h∩Ri is events which failure derivation
issues.

Sequence of Events
Event Region Event Region Ri

>T

Event Region
Time
Event

>T

Step 3
Pr(sj+1|sj) < P0
sj-1
Pr(sj-1|ek)>P1

sj

sj+1
Pr(sj|ek)>P1

Set of Event Σi.h
Correlated events are Σi.h∩ Ri
Figure 30: Event Region
5-5 Evaluations and discussion
Evaluation environment is a web three-tier system shown in Figure 31. The reasons why
we adopt a web three-tiered system are following:
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It is commonly used.



It is a typical distributed system, whose components are a web server, a set of
application (AP) servers, and a DB server.



Failures in a component can derive the failures in other components, and network
failures may derive failures in application layers, and vise visa.



We can use some different system configurations. For example, we can use WebLogic,
WebOTX or some other servers as application servers. It means that we cannot define
easily failure derivations.

We use MySQL as a DB server, Tomcat with JBoss as application servers, and Apache with
mod_jk as a web server.

A log collector collects events issued in the components

The event specifications used in this evaluation contains 223 lines, including 200 types
of events, and 16 types of failures. We do not distinguish events of each application server
from the events of application servers; we regard events of application servers as the same,
whichever application server issues it.
We injected the following six kinds of failures into the evaluation system periodically.


Termination of Httpd (i.e. web server process).



Termination of JBoss (i.e. application server process)



Termination of MySQL (i.e. DB server process)



Termination of network in one of the application severs



Termination of network in the web server.



Termination of network in the DB server.
Evaluation indexes are the following:



Precision is the ratio of correctly detected root failures in all injected faults. In short,
(Precision) = (# of correctly detected root failures) / (# of injected faults) .



False positive rate is the ratio of wrongly detected root failures in detected root failures.
In short,
(False positive rate) = 1 − (# of correctly detected root failures) / (# of detected root
failures).

These two evaluation indexes are in trade-off relation. If we try to find all the root failures,
we may detect wrong root failures. If we try to avoid from detecting wrong root failures, we
tend to miss out correct root failures.
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Derived Failure Analyzer

Log Collector
Administrator

Syslog
AP Server
(tomcat +jboss)
mySQL Log
Web Server
(apache+mod_jk)

five AP servers

Clients

LAN

LAN

LAN

Syslog

DB Server
(mySQL)

Syslog
AP Server
(tomcat +jboss)

Figure 31: Evaluation Environment
The evaluation results are shown in Figure 32. The x-axis is a time period T in which
no event occurs. It is used as index of separation of event regions. The size of an event
region is generally long when T is large, while it is generally short when T is short. The
y-axis shows precision and false positive rate.

We find, in this evaluation, that the

precision and the false positive rate tends to be low when T is large. In short:


Precision is about 60% when T is short. However, false positive rate is about 70%
because some event regions do not include the root failure as shown in Figure 33.



False positive rate is almost 0% when T is long.

However, the proposed method

wrongly detects a root failure because two different sequences originated from two faults
are regarded as one sequence. This is shown in Figure 34. We can adjust the divide
probability P0 for improvement of the precision.
As shown in the evaluation, we can configure T and P0 to adjust a desirable precision
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and false positive rate. For example, we set T long to reduce the false positive rate. In this
configuration, detected false derivation relation includes several root failures. However, an
administrator can detect true root failures from the detected event derivation relation by his
inspection.
on. In other word, the proposed method helps the administrator by narrowing the
root failures.

Figure 32: Precision and False positive rate

Case if event regions are too short
Event region B

Event region A

Root cause
failure

Derived
Failure

Derived
Failure

T

Derived
Failure

Derived
Failure

False positive: this failure is incorrectly
detected as a root cause failure

Figure 33: Case if event region is too short
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Case if a event region is too long.
Analysis system
detects a non-existing
derivation

False negative:
This root cause failure is regarded a derived failure

Event Region

Root cause
failure

Derived
Failure

Root cause
failure

Derived
Failure

Derived
Failure

T
Figure 34: Case if event region is long
We, then, show, in Table 13, the top-five list of the probabilities of failure derivation
generated in this evaluation.

The derivation from one failure to the same failure is

removed from this list because a failure repeatedly occurs until it is fixed.
Table 13 shows the derivation from “DB connection Error” to “DB connection Error” is
67%. It is a typical example that the method can model the derivation from a failure in
network connection to an application failure.
Table 13 also shows that the derivation from “DB query Error” to “Servlet Error” is 50%.
It is a typical example that the method can model the derivation between application
failures.
Table 13: Top five probabilities of failure derivation
Source Failure

Derived Failure

Probability

Servlet Error

DB connection Error

100%

httpd starts

DB connection Error

100%

DB connection Error

DB query error

67%

DB query error

Servlet Error

50%

httpd ended

httpd starts

33%
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5-6 Conclusion of low cost operation for high-dependable systems
Dependencies among applications and between applications and networks become complex
as systems provide higher functions. Failure derivations become complex and it is hard to
detect a root failure.

In this chapter, we propose a method which can model failure

derivations in the managed system with likelihood analysis. It learns a failure derivation
model from the existing event log.

We show that this method is effective through the

empirical evaluation.
Machine learning method depends on the log for learning.

Therefore, if the

configuration of a managed system is changed, the failure derivation analyzing system has
to learn a log for the managed system with the new configuration, again. We think that the
SI-er of the managed system always tests the system whenever the configuration is changed,
and a new log can be generated in the test. We can use the new log for learning the
derivation relation.
Another approach to the issue of the configuration change is an on-line machine
learning approach. It can re-learn the failure derivation relation while it manages the new
managed systems. It is future work.
We know that this method is difficult to adapt to a large distributed system with a large
number of components. For example, we define a failure in the event specifications as a
pair of a failure and a device issuing the event. This results in a lot of definitions of failures
if a lot of devices exist in the managed system.

Assume that the number of devices is N,

and an average number of failure types is n, then the number of total failures in the event
specifications is |S| = Nn. It is known that calculation times of Baum-Welch algorithm
and Viterbi algorithm are O(|S|2)=O(N2n2) where S is a set of failures. It is future work.
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It is said that the management and operation costs occupy a large part of the Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO) of ICT systems. The management and operation costs consist of the
capital investment cost of operation systems and the operation cost of the ICT system. We
insist that these two costs must be reduced for the reduction of the management and
operation costs.
Firstly, in this thesis, we proposed an efficient management agent platform, which can
efficiently run even on an inexpensive and poor environment. We also proposed a method of
easily developing an agent application on the platform. These two are ones of solutions to
reduce the capital investment cost of operation systems.
Secondly, we proposed a fault analysis method in order to reduce the operation cost of
the ICT systems. Administrators always watch whether managed systems run correctly. If
they find failures on the systems, they have to quickly analyze the cause of the failures.
The analysis requires a lot of knowledge of the managed ICT systems, and it is a tough job.
The proposed fault analysis method can reduces a burden of the administrators, and it
results in the reduction of personnel costs used in the daily operations.
We mention contributions of this thesis in the following.
Firstly, we developed a Q3 management agent platform embedded in network elements.
The standardized specifications of the Q3 agents have rich functionalities. They require a lot
of hardware resources, such as much capacity of memory. Cost reduction of management
agents is important because huge number of management agents embedded in network
elements placed in access networks. We revise the structure of the containment tree and
other data structures stored in a Q3 agent, and we successfully run a Q3 agent on the
PowerPC board with 32MB memory.
Secondly, the capital investment of management agents includes the development cost
of a Q3 agent application program as well as the cost of hardware where the Q3 agent runs.
We proposed a DSL approach to the reduction of the development cost. We point out one of
the important classifications of maintenance, which is defined as an affected maintenance.
We showed that it occupies 8% of total maintenances in an existing project.

In order to

reduce the cost of the affected maintenance, we developed a DSL toolkit called Rosetta. DSLs
developed with Rosetta are easily maintained.

We show that Rosetta can reduce the

affected maintenance cost more than the visitor design pattern can.
The Q3 agent platform and Q3 agent application programs developed with Rosetta are
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actually used in network elements in base stations of intercontinental telecommunication
cables.
Finally, we proposed a fault analysis method for reduction of the operation cost in the
fault management.

The propose method can detect a root cause from a lot of events issued

by derivative failures.

There are many works of fault analysis methods for managed

systems with fixed structure. However, there appear a lot of distributed systems in these
days. The configurations of the distributed systems are flexible, and the relations of failure
derivation also become changeable.

In addition, failure derivation occurred in the

application program of the managed systems is implicit to the administrators, and it is
difficult to find the root cause of failures. Our method learns a failure derivation model
from an existing event log, and it detects a root cause by using the model.

The exiting log

is an outcome of the configuration of managed systems and failure derivation relation in the
systems including the application program. We show, in our experiments, that the method
can correctly learn the model, and the proposed method is effective if the parameters
suitable to administrators’ policy are given.
The cost structure shown in Figure 3 is not changed, but the portions of these costs are
changed. The hardware cost for management agents is getting small because the prices of
hardware including memory are getting quickly low. Therefore, we should struggle with
the other two costs.
We will especially focust on the operation cost. As application software is getting more
complex, we expected that faults in application software will become more complex. It will
become one of main problems in fault analysis.

We think that failure detection in

application software is a future work. A lot of application program written in Java, VB, and
so on. These byte-code programs are easy to be inspected. We can grasp the situation and
the structure of the application software in comparison with C/C++ binary codes. It may be
potential to new researches.
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Appendix A

Trouble cases

Table 14: Accidents of ICT Systems
#

Trouble

1

Detail

Date

ANA

ANA Boarding System could not

2008/9

Boarding

accept a check-in operation. The

/6

System [93]

cause is in the encryption module
with license.

Environ

Internal

Fault

Failur

Error

Difficult

mental

failure

es

event

ies for

factors

derivati

fault

on

analysis
implicit

Out of

Inaccess

Configur

Termi

lease

ible to

ation of

nation

failure

period

encrypti

license

of

derivati

on

period

functi

on

The lease fell

on

module

down, and the system can use the

レ

module
13

miss-con

miss-con

malfu

miss-configured as one of two jobs

figuratio

figuratio

nction

asleep, and it only count in half of

n

n

Failure

Softwar

malfu

e bug

nction

Billing leak

Billing system in NTT was

in NTT [94]

2006

N/A

---

silent
failure

billing data.
14

23

Disconnecti

IP telephones were not available

Mar

N/A

on NTT IP

because SIP servers cannot keep

31,

in

Telephone

connections to broken servers,

April

servers

derivati

[95]

and it cannot afford phone

13 and

other

on

connections.

21,

than

2006

SIP

2006/4

Miss-op

Miss-o

failure

---

Misunde

Airport clerks run the baggage

Baggage

monitoring system in test mode.

monitoring

They misunderstand the message

system in

in the test mode that system may

operatio

airport.

be down. They check all

n

[96]

baggage by hand

eration

N/A

implicit

Trouble

/1

N/A

---

perati

rstandin

on

g to the
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24

System in

Some operations for restart is

Tokyo

missing in operation manual. So

Stock

the system did not restart.

2005/1

N/A

N/A

1/1

Incompl

malfu

ete

nction

---

Finding
Incompl

manual

etion of

Exchange

manual

Market did

is

not re-start.

difficult

[97]

for
everyon
e but
manual
writer.

25

26

27

Case of

In specification, the system alert

Miss-order

a user if abnormal price.

to J-COM

the mechanism is not

stocks [98]

implemented in the system.

Failure in

Fight 124 (Boeing 777) from

auto pilot

Australia to Malaysia suddenly

system in

went up and down The software

Boeing 777

bug in sensors monitoring flight

[99]

height and its speed.

Terminatio

Software update including bug

But

n of X-ray

stops the X-ray system.

baggage

clerk checked baggage by hands.

2005/1

N/A

2/8

2005/3

N/A

Miss-op

Lack of

Miss-o

eration

Fool

perati

proof

on

Softwar

Miss-o

e bug

perati

N/A

/1

レ

Nothing

---

Emerge
case

on

2004

N/A

N/A

Airport

Softwar

termin

e

ation

bug

レ

Fault
localizat
ion

monitorin
g system
Nashville
airport
[99]
28

Troubles in
Prius [99]
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Software bug in ECU program
cause engine trouble when

2005/6
/1

on
high-spe

N/A

Softwar

malfu

e

nction

bug

---

Emerge
ncy case

Prius run in high-speed

ed
driving

29

Voting

Voting counter overflows its

Presid

Overflo
w

counting

counter when the number of

ent

machine on

votes is over a threshold.

electio

President

n in

Election in

2004,

2004,

US

N/A

---

Fault

Softwar

Miss-o

e

perati

localizat

on

ion

bug

US[99]
30

Voting

When votes data are loaded into

counting

the voting counter again, it twice

machine on

counted the votes

N/A

N/A

Softwar

malfu

e

nction

bug

---

Fault
localizat
ion

President
Election in
2004, US
[99]
31

System

Bugy system e estimates the max

downin

connection of submodules too

JASDAC

small. It causse

[100]

mis-configuration. Test phase of

2005/8

N/A

mis-conf

N/A

Fault

レ

nction

iguratio

/29

malfu

localizat
ion

n

the system, only small number of
connection only checked.

A

large number of connections is no
tested.
32

ATM

Cash cards the merged bank

troubles in

cannot be used in ATM united

Risona

new bank.

Bank．[101]

cause.

2005/5
/6

N/A

N/A

Softwar

malfu

e

nction

bug

---

Fault
localizat
ion

Software bug is a
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